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Dear Strong bad, Please come back to the internet full time, we miss you. Your friend with benifits, Miss galaxy I enjoyed all of
these episodes, 1st was the best but the others had there moments.. Like i said in my episode 3 review, that if this episode and
8-bit is enough wasnt made it'd be the most unique. i still stand by that statement. This is like playing one of those 'so bad it's
good' movies if it were to be made by telltale. the characters are so wonderfully awkward in this episode, using little to no
emotion. there's just a charm to it! i loved every minute of this episode, from dialogue to gameplay (except for exposing a liar).
it feels like we got this homestar runner game by the skin of our teeth. hopefully telltale will have the time to make a season 2
(the cartoon doesnt have much at the moment). 8-bit is enough, i'll see you soon! 9/10 p.s: i'm so into these episodes, i'm aiming
to get ALL the collectibles.. If you did not like sam & max, you won't like this either.
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